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delicious 
variations of 
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campfire classic 
See page 8 
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A daily independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community wvAv.bgviews.com 
Campaign 
to raise funds 
for Ice Arena 
After receiving state and reallocated University funds, 
the committee is beginning fundraising efforts 
The University's newest promotional figure shows a different side 
^J <J 
Story by Becky Tenar | Photos by Alaina Buzas 
hrls Greggila rode his way 
from typical student to the iconic 
"Bike Boy"—with no hands. 
Riding down Ridge Street, Greggila, a fifth-year senior, is 
the man featured in a cap and gown on the University's new 
promotional view book, Vveb site, commercials and multiple 
billboards across Ohio. 
Greggila said the overall magnitude of his image caught him 
off-guard. 
"I knew it was going to be big, but I didn't know it was going 
to be this big," he said. "It's kind of funny to see myself. I just 
laugh because, wow, my picture is 12 feet tall." 
Greggila was chosen to be "Bike Boy" from a test photo 
shoot he participated in over the summer. 
"(The Marketing and Communication Dcpartmentl told 
me what the gig was... and I was like 'why me?" Greggila said. 
"'Is this because I have long arms?' Because that was the only 
See BIKE BOY | Page 2 
BRAKE ING DOWN 
NAME: Chris Greggila 
AGE: 22 years old 
CLASS: Fifth year senior 
MAJOR: Human Development and Family Studies 
By Joih Wh.therholt 
Reporter 
The fundraising campaign to ren- 
ovate the University Ice Arena and 
bring approximately $2 million in 
scholarship funds within the next 
18 months now has an official 
committee and is underway. 
After receiving S1.5 million 
from the Ohio government this 
past summer and a S2.5 million 
reallocation of University funds 
by President Carol Cartwright. 
the campaign now has S4 million 
dollars out of the prospected S5 
million. 
"lt'sgouigvvry well," Cartwright 
said. "We have the money we 
need to make renovations. It's 
been going along well for the 
early stages and it's off and run- 
ning. It was obvious to me how 
Important the hockey program 
was and is to the BGSU commu- 
nity and the li( I community." 
Ihc recently announced com- 
mittee to head the fundraising 
campaign boasts several big 
name players from the Bowling 
Green world, including Olympic 
gold medalist Scott I lamilton and 
members of the 1984 National 
Championship Hockey team 
Mike Pikul and Garry Galley. Dave 
lillett, another 1984 team mem- 
ber, built recently built a hockey 
arena in New Mexico and is now 
on bond lor the ice arena renova- 
tions at his alma mater. 
"It's very important that we tap 
into those people." Galley said. 
"All those people have been living 
See CAMPAIGN1 Page 2 
Precaution 
advised for fl 
By Alissa Widman 
Reporter 
Eat healthy foods. Use soap and 
water. Get plenty of sleep. 
Although these flu prevention 
strategies advocated by parents 
may seem like common sense, 
they might be lost among stu- 
dents as a panicked atmosphere 
is overtaking the MINI vims situ- 
ation. 
But according to Pat Snyder, 
public information officer 
at the Wood County Health 
Department, this doesn't have to 
be the case. 
Snyder said the major differ- 
ence between HINT, a muta- 
tion of the type A flu strain, and 
the seasonal flu is only in who 
catches it 
"The symptoms are the same, 
the treatment is the same, and 
i, not panic, 
u prevention 
"A lot of people are 
getting sick, but 
people only need to 
pay attention." 
Pat Snyder | Information officer 
most people recover without 
medical care." she said. "But for 
one reason or another, this flu is 
transmitting very easily among 
the population of people who are 
24 and younger." 
Barbara Hoffman, assistant 
medical director at Student 
I lealth Service, said no cases of 
I UNI have been confirmed on 
campus. 
MINI 
Public relations group visits big names in Big Apple 
By Jatstca Hanna 
Reporter 
Select members of the 
University's Public Relations 
Student Society of America left 
this past Sunday for New York 
City to visit the corporate head- 
quarters of some of the world's 
largest companies. 
The Associated Press, 
Macy's, the National Basketball 
Association, the National 
Football League and Ketchum 
were among the companies 
that opened their doors to the 
students. 
The PRSSA trip was planned 
to facilitate networking with 
alumni in large cities and to 
providea learning environment 
CAMPUS 
in their actual work settings, 
faculty advisor Julie Hagenbuch 
said. 
"You can read about 'pub 
lie relations] in the textbook 
and you can read about roles 
and job duties, but it's another 
thing to actually go in person 
and observe and visit firsthand 
with someone who's living that, 
you know, bringing it to life," 
Hagenbuch said. 
She said out of more than 40 
PRSSA members who wanted 
to go, only 10 were selected. All 
were graduating seniors who 
had applied and gone through 
a screening process. 
Daniel Martin, who joined 
PRSSA in September, was one 
of the few chosen to go. He said 
he was excited for the opportu- 
nity to visit New York City for 
the first time, as well as to net- 
work for his ideal job in interna- 
tional public relations. Martin 
said he was most excited to visit 
Ketchum, one of world's largest 
public relations firms. 
"So I got to basically meet 
with a place that I would most 
definitely like to work," Martin 
said. "I made contacts, and 
hopefully I am going to utilize 
them in trying to get into their 
fellowship program after 1 grad- 
uate next summer." 
Hannah Archer also benefit- 
ed from the chance to network 
See PRSSA | Page 2 
PHOTO PROVIDED BV KEICEY BRUBAKf R 
SMILE: The PRSSA group were able to visit the Associated Press 
headquarters in New York City. 
CAMPUS 
BRIEF 
Police release descriptions 
of fake linoleum salesmen 
The Bowling Green Police Division is investigating a 
complaint stating two white males are making their way into 
residents' homes uninvited 
According to a press release horn the BGPD. one man 
distracts the resident of the home by trying to sell linoleum 
while the other explores the home and 'in one instance stole 
a purse and broke into a safe" 
One complainant described one of the male subjects as 
5'6". late 40s to early 50s with gray hair in a ponytail At the 
time of the incident he was wearing a dark green "camo" type 
lacket. blue jeans, and carrying a clipboard The other sub)ect 
is described as being in his 20s. 
They drive a small, white ptck-up truck with "some type of 
black container in the back.' according to the release. 
In the release, the BGPD advised people to not allow 
door-to-door salesmen entry to their homes and to call the 
police immediately if approached. 
FORUM 
"Don Quixote' conies to campus Let's be politically correct 
Check out the campus page for photos Faculty columnist Phil Schurrer cau- 
of the upcoming performance of Don tions against using words too loosely, 
Quixote featuring the MadCap Puppets especially when it comes to liberal and 
of Cincinnati | Page 5 conservative politics | Page 4 
SPORTS 
Hockey to face Ferris State 
Men's hockey sees their first winless month 
since the 1981-82 season but coach remains 
positive and hopes to see tough play against 
Ferris State | Page 6 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
What do you think the University's logo should be? 
TAYLOR HUMMELL 
Freshman. Marine Biology 
"A squirrel, because they are 
everywhere." | Page 4 
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BLOTTER 
WEDNESDAY 
NOV. 4 
3:34 P.M. 
Complainant reported a vacant 
apartment had been damaged 
within the 1000th block of Fairview 
Avenue 
4 03 P.M. 
Complainant reported unknown 
subject(s) tool her door mat. valued 
at SI. within the 1000th block of 
Third St. 
8:26 P.M. 
i1 nant reported their apart- 
menl wa* broken into within the 
900th block of E Woosfcr St. 
THURSDAY NOV. 5 
1205 A.M. 
: i i'cts were warned for tres- 
passing when they were observed in 
i- after hours. 
ONLINE: Go la ba,vtews.com for the 
otter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
nrectall factual errors. 
* nk an error has been made. 
■  BG News at 419-372-6966. 
I       article titled. 
Volleyball heads to Miami in search 
of third conference win." the head- 
is incorrect. The volleyball 
Mas in search of their fourth 
conference win. 
BIKE BOY 
From Page 1 
reason I could think of." 
(ireggila may haw been the 
right fit for "Bike Boy" because 
of his body type, but rhe market- 
ing department was surprised 
to find that (ireggila has a talent 
in riding a bike with no lunik 
(ireggila said he didn't even 
have to practice for the role. He 
admitted he's made the stretch 
of campus down Wooster Street 
without using Ms handlebars. 
"I can text while I'm riding. In 
fact I can do a lot." he said. "I guess 
1 in just naturally takiited at it" 
Red Connor, the senior direc- 
tor of marketing at the University, 
said Greggila was a perfect match 
for "Bike Boy" not only for his 
bidden talent but his Involve- 
ment on campus. 
"He's very involved, it made 
me feel really good about choos- 
ing him," lie said. 
Connor said a similar photo 
used in a promotional cam- 
paign abOUl 10 years ago influ- 
enced the image of "Bike Boy." 
The University decided to use 
the idea again after polling par- 
ents and students to see what 
marketing ideas enticed them to 
check out the University. 
"We were thinking of new 
ways to bring mote students to 
BGSU." he said. This showed 
that students from BG gradu- 
ate." 
The familiar shot of (ireggila 
from behind was taken during 
•LAINABUZAS    :n[ =.,>.■> 
CHRIS: Chris Greggila struggles while trying to recreate the photo that landed him on 
the University's Web site. 
(iimpusfest. and he also appears 
in the commercial from the front 
as he's riding. 
"They'd just tell me to ride and 
hi do it again and I'd do it again 
and again," Greggila said. "1 start- 
ed counting in the beginning and 
just stopped after a while." 
He said the overall experience 
was fun yet embarrassing, the 
worst being the test run before 
the actual filming. 
The head of the marketing 
department stopped traffic and 
lad me do two test runs while 
students were walking like 10 feet 
awayfrom me, itwas so awkward," 
he said. "It looked like I was just a 
kid riding down tile toad spread- 
ing his amis for no reason." 
A new celebrity, Greggila said 
his image's presence on cam- 
pus doesn't gel old to his friends 
because they call all the time to 
tell him he's on TV or they passed 
his back on a billboard. 
lunior Craig Obroek. a friend 
of Greggila, said seeing him on 
billboards and commercials 
made him laugh. 
"If someone would be on a 
bike it would be him," he said. 
"It's just funny to see one of your 
good friends all over the place." 
Obroek was also in the 
University's commercial as 
one of the students in the new 
Business Administration build- 
ing classroom. 
Greggila said he plans to grad- 
uate in May and go tin to grad 
school, but he joked about con- 
tinuing his acting career or "join- 
ing the circus for no-handed bike 
riding." 
He said it was an honor to be 
part of the University's history 
as "Bike Boy" and he enjoyed 
doing it. 
"It's my legacy, I guess, as the 
iconic BG 'Bike Boy,'" he said jok- 
ingly. 
CAMPAIGN 
From Page 1 
hockey for all those years." 
While some of the money to 
raised will be focused into simple 
mechanical renovations, most of 
it is being used to help rebuild 
and sustain the Hockey program. 
I'iktil said. 
"Raising funds for the arena has 
been neglected for a long period 
of time and we have to get it back 
to the point where it's not hurt- 
ing itself anymore," Galley said. 
"Vve need to market the rink and 
the program better, illie project I 
needs to have everybody pulling 
on the same rope at the same 
time and I think we have that 
now." 
FOr Pikul. the stability of the 
program is what is most impor- 
tant. 
"We want to be able to solidify 
(he program for years to come," 
Pikul said. "Bowling Green was 
a big part of my life academi- 
cally, professionally and from a 
hockey standpoint. The viability 
of the program is very dear to my 
heart." 
The campaign largely seeks 
donations from alumni and pri- 
vate donations from community 
members. One of the donation 
options is to choose which part 
of the campaign to donate to: the 
scholarship endowments or the 
arena restoration. To Galley, com- 
munity support will be key for the 
success of the campaign. 
"We have energy and spirit, 
landl that alone is going to drive 
this thing," Galley said. "We don't 
need just money, we need the 
support of the alumni, the com- 
munity and the students." 
As part of the fundraising 
campaign, the committee plans 
to have various Presidents Club 
meetings that will be used to srrat- 
egbe ways to get people interested 
in donating and sustaining one of 
the University's most storied ath- 
letic programs. This first of these 
meetings will take place on Nov. 
14 at the hockey game between 
BGSU and Alaska where the 1984 
National Championship team will 
be honored. 
"I think it's a real point of 
pride that we bad a champion- 
ship team," Cartwright said. "We 
are going to need to find ways to 
return it to another level of com- 
petitiveness." 
If thecampaign works, Cartwright 
plans to employ fundraising strate- 
gies to help boost Other University 
programs. She said athletic pro- 
grams could use this method rather 
than relying solely on University 
funding while academic programs 
are not necessarily getting as much 
financial support. 
While some students may feel 
the University should be giving 
their efforts to improve academic 
aspects, Galley said he thinks such 
an historical program will gain the 
needed support of the students 
and community 
"Hopefully they won't be say- 
ing, 'why did they do tliis?,'" he 
said, "They'll he saying, 'it's about 
time."' 
mm 
From Page 1 
She said hospitalized MINI 
patients are the only cases that 
must be officially confirmed and 
reported to the health depart- 
ment through the guidelines of 
the Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention. Therefore, when 
rapid flu tesdngal Student I lealth 
Service determines a flu victim at 
the University lias type A tin. they 
will be treated without Ixing veri- 
fied for H1N1. 
Hoffman said the University 
is following CDC guidelines and 
taking precautions in residence 
balk. Resident Advisors are being 
educated and trained by Hall 
Directors and Residence life is 
working ck isery with the custodial 
stall dial i leans residence balls. 
Students are also being educated 
on how to reduce their risk of 
catching the virus, she said. 
"We nave provided residence 
halls with masks just like those 
located in the Student Health 
Service, If a student comes here 
with symptoms that they feel are 
flu-like, diey can use a mask to 
help reduce the risk of spreading 
the vims to others, but nothing 
say's they haw to," she said. 
I loffman said students should 
view the flu precautions page of 
the University's Web site. 
"Students need to use preven- 
tion ... so their immune systems 
are strong enough to fight any 
viruses that are out there," she 
said. 
Snydcr said she predicts flu 
cases will eventually peak and 
last as late as March, but students 
need not be alarmed if they take 
the necessary precautions. 
"A lot of people are getting sick 
but people only need to pay atten- 
tion, not get over-concenied," she 
said. 
Snyder recommended vacci- 
nation as the ultimate prcventa- 
tive measure, either in injcctable 
or nasal spray form. She said the 
health department received 1,000 
nasal spray and 1,500 injcctable 
vaccinations this week and is 
hosting clinics today from 10 a.m. 
to 3 pm. in the Huntington Bank 
building and tomorrow at North 
Baltimore High School from 9 
a.m. to 1 p.m. 
"We also want people to take 
precautions to protect them- 
selves, including washing their 
hands, covering coughs, getting 
plenty of rest and staying home if 
they're sick" she said. "We would 
like to keep this in perspective. 
OPEN 
LATE 
UNTIL 
3am!! 
Thursday-Saturday 
Better InKfeuicnis 
Better Pizza 
2 Large £ 
Cheese ^ 
Pizzas S 99 Each 
L    —   ___________ 
This is a flu. We can do things 
to protect ourselves and prevent 
this from spreading further." 
Sophomore Ashley Smith said 
she experienced the H1NI panic 
firsthand when it was suspected 
a first floor resident had the virus 
in Kohl Hall, where she lives. 
"It's contagious and many peo- 
ple were afraid on the first floor. 
But I think a lot of it was over- 
reaction and people thinking too 
much,'' Smith said. 
Smith also said she and her 
friends recently talked about 
H1N1 precautions and vaccina- 
tions in an RESC class core event 
for the Chapman learning com- 
munity in Kohl 1 lall. She said the 
program advocated hand wash- 
ing and using the flu buddy sys- 
tem for roommates, and now 
provides free soup at the front 
desk of the residence hall for any- 
one who is sick 
"|H1N1| is scary, but people 
just need to take precautions like 
washing their hands and using 
hand sanitizer," she said. 
Freshman Steven Reed said he 
thinks the small meetings and 
programs in residence halls are 
necessary to properly educate 
students on the facts of the H l N l 
vims and eliminate indifferent 
attimdes about it. 
"Even if it's only for about 20 
minutes or so, if they take time 
out of your day, it's going to make 
you think about it," he said. 
Reed said he began taking nec- 
essary precautions last year to 
prevent catching the H1N1 vims 
while many students were mak- 
ing fun of it with hoax videos on 
YouTube and sarcastic jokes. 
"I don't think people really take 
it seriously," he said. "It's hap- 
pened to a minimal amount of 
people and usually had a mini- 
mal effect on those people, but it 
can happen to anybody." 
BGSU 
Bowling Grrtn State University | College of Muv«.il Arts 
»**       *Ht» 
DON 
An evening of two operas inspired by 
Cervantes' novel, Don Quixote 
A co-production with Madcap Pupptti of Cincinnati 
November 6 at 8 p.m. & November 8 at 3 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
Box office: 419-372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224 
www.bgtu.edu/opera 
■_■ i» j ._ £*• 
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PRSSA 
From Paqe 1 
and learn from professionals dur- 
ing the New York City trip. She 
said all of the places the group 
visited provided information on 
internship programs, people to 
contact when applying and tips on 
resumes and interviews, but her 
favorite stops were definitely the 
NBA and NFl. offices. 
"I thought it provided a really 
good example of what it's like to be 
a professional in the sports world 
and what it takes," Archer said. 
"And, obviously, with both orga- 
nizations being so well-known 
worldwide, it was just an awesome 
experience going into those build- 
ings." 
Archer, a PRSSA member for two 
years, said she joined the organi- 
zation to meet people with a com- 
mon goal and to learn more about 
the professional world of public 
relations. The trip to New York City 
provided just such an experience. 
"I think it was a great opportu- 
nity and I got so much out of it," 
Archer said. "I think it should be 
done over and over again." 
:Hillsdale 3 Bedroom- 
:      Townhouses 
: up to 5 people w/ no : 
■ extra cost, full basement, ■ 
;        washer & dryer, ; 
; dishwasher, ; 
• garbage disposal, '. 
; central air and heat, j 
I carports ; 
1045 N Main St 
', Bowling Green. OH 43402 J 
419-353-5800 -— . 
; meccabgcom jvlECCA ', 
info@meccabg com     BaBSS B  . 
NEK0 CASE 
WSG: Sarah Harmer 
SAT NOV. 7th 
CLAZELTHEATER 
1J7 N  MAIN ST  HOWL INC. r.RFlS 
419-353-5000 
DOORS 9 7PM 
TIX $20 IN ADVANCE 
$25 DAY OF SHOW 
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE 
FINDERS I RAMALAMA 
www CLAZEL.NET 
WWW.ETIX.COM 
1-80O 5M ETIX (3849) 
lUCCIflNA COSTA 11D 
COREY SMITH 11 11 
JUSTIN MOORE 11.20 
THE GREENCARDS 12 5 
BADFISH2.25 
linilFISHlHIH   MISIIBIIMI 
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DON QUIXOTE TAKES 
CENTER STAGE FOR 
EVENING OF OPERA 
Photos by 
Courtney Stellar 
PULLING THE 
STRINGS: Students 
perform a dress rehersal 
along with the Madcap 
Puppets of Cincinnati for 
their show, "Don Quixote", 
on Thursday evening. 
The evening of Opera 
is inspired by Cervantes' 
novel and will be performec 
on November 6th and 8th. 
Your Views 
Is there a story in the 
BGNews that you 
want to voice your 
opinion on? 
Sign up for a 
group blog or 
community site 
today. 
visit us and give us your input @ 
BGVlews 
Frogs 
sometimes 
eat enough 
fireflies 
that they 
themselves 
glow. ^ 
T 
FRUGAL 
FALCON$ 
Why could it be risky to lend 
your car to a friend? 
A. not get reimbursed for gas 
B. might become a habit 
IC. you may not be covered if 
your friend has an accident 
| Sount iMlyourw wg 
Brought to you by: 
"BGSU. 
www bgsu.edu/smms 
•119 372 2252 
■ and - 
Glass City Federal Credit Union 
www glassotyf cu .com 
115SN. Main St. BG 
4193520787 
NEKO CASE 
WSG: Sarah Harmer 
SAT NOV. 7th 
IMADWVM.I  $?*> DAY OF   SHOW 
COREY SMITH 
WSG:THE ELMS 
WED NOV. 11th 
1
   Sl"> 0/ 
419-353-5000 
DOORS«7PM 
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE 
FINDERS/ RAM Al AM A 
WWWCLAZEL NET 
PI  •/< I   !HrAI    H WWWETIXCOM 
U7»M«INSTBO*LING"EN    I    1-800-514-ET1X (3849) 
LUCCIANA COSTA 11.6 
JUSTIN MOORE 11.20 
THE GREENCARDS 12.5 
RADFISH 2.25 
II0I1MSH I Hill III StIRllMI 
FORUM "The symptoms are the same, the treatment is the same, and most poeple recover without medical care." - Pat Snyder, public information officer at the Wood County Health Department, on the difference between the seasonal flu and H1N1 [see story, pg. 1]. Friday.Nowmlw6,20094 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET  What do you think the University's logo should be? 
"The falcon looking 
fierce instead of just 
a side view. 
LEAHHENDRICKS. 
Freshman. 
Biology Pre Vet 
The Star of David." 
MATT PARIS, 
Senior. 
Accounting 
"A falcon giving the 
middle finger." 
GREGGOMACH, 
Senior. 
MIS 
"A falcon stealing a 
bunch of money." 
AVESHA GREEN. 
Senior. 
HDFS 
* 
visa US AT 
BGVIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Qve us your 
feedback at bgviews.com 
e need precision when using political terms in todays world 
"A word is not a crystal, trans- 
parent and unchanged; it is the 
skin of a living thought, and may 
vary greatly in color and content 
according to the circumstances 
and the time in which it is used." 
- Oliver Wendell I lolmes. 
Words and phrases are indeed 
slippery Terms that conveyed a 
particular thought or idea years 
or generations ago may indicate 
something completely different 
today 
For example, the very descrip- 
tion of our political positions has 
changed The word "liberal" today 
connotes a position that is sup- 
posedly forward-kxiking and pro- 
gressive. Our Roundels might he 
thought of as "liberal," but a case 
could also be made for labeling 
them as "conservative." They were 
vitidhy interested in restoring their 
rights as Englishmen and perceived 
the conduct of tlie British monarch 
and government as opposed to 
their exercising those rights. 
No descriptor of a political posi- 
tion remains fixed. Today, conser- 
vatives are thought of as looking 
backward to a supposedly bet- 
ter time. I well remember a skit 
on the "Tonight Show" where 
the Giad Mitchell Trio sang the 
song "Barry's Boys," a reference to 
then-presidential candidate Barry 
Cioldvvater. One of the verses is 
fixed in my mind: "So. let's go back 
to the days when men woe men 
/ and start the First World War all 
over again." Even today, this is the 
extent of comprehension of the 
conservative movement by some 
But to some in the conservative 
movement, social progress means 
moving ahead to liberate society 
from old-fashioned ideas such as 
dqiendenceon government restric- 
tions on the right to bear arms, and 
restrklioivs on the options for edu- 
cating OIK'S children. 
At times, the terms "liberal" and 
"conservative" can seemingly flip- 
flop. When questioning a nomi- 
nee for the U.S. Supreme Court, 
modem-day liberals tend to take 
a very conservative position on 
abortion. They want to ascertain 
diat die candidate supports stare 
decisions, that is, a reliance on pre- 
vious court rulings—in particular, 
Roe v. Wade. 
One of die popular trademarks 
of conservatives is supposedly a 
reliance on prior events and deci- 
sions. On the other hand, mod- 
cm-day conservatives would hope 
that the candidate would want 
Roe overturned. This overturning 
of prior decisions is quite often 
attributed to liberals. 
"Liberal" and "Conservative" 
are not the only terms that can 
be as slippery as a eel in a bucket 
of lard. We normally associate 
T'rogressive" with the Democratic 
Party, eg Wilson, FDR, Turban 
and lohnson. Yet, the first real pro- 
gressive president was arguably 
Teddy Roosevelt I ie was a tireless 
campaigner for the regulation of 
business and mists, pure food and 
drug legislation and conservation. 
All this from a Republican! 
A recent book by Jonah 
Goldberg, "liberal Fascism," also 
makes the point that seemingly 
opposite movements sometimes 
deserve die same label upon clos- 
er analysis. He notes one of the 
hallmarks of modem liberalism is 
the growing influence of govern- 
ment in society. 
Goldberg cites an October 1928 
speech by Mussoliru in which IlDuce 
summed up the entire fascist creed 
with the expression: "Everything in 
die State, nothing outside the State, 
nothing against the State" Goldberg 
notes that communism, fascism 
and modem liberalism share the 
common thread of increased state 
involvement in society. Yet most of 
us tend to separate them. It's the 
labeling — or mislabeling — that 
speaks a kit about our understand- 
ing—or lack of it 
In the November 5 edition of 
die BG News, an article from the 
Associated Press about die results 
of the Maine referendum on same- 
sex marriage washeadlined,"Maine 
votes 'no' on marriage equality." 
The "hot" word in the headline is 
"equality." The implication pre- 
sumably is that no one would con- 
sciously vote for inequality except 
diose who voted against same-sex 
marriage. Therefore, those who 
opposed same-sex marriage favor 
inequality. 
Not true; it all depends on how 
"equality" is defined. Perhaps the 
headline should have read, "Same- 
sex marriage in Maine voted down." 
Same number of letters; no extra 
space required, yet it would convey 
a more objective tone 
This is a manifestation of 
what I rather immodestly refer 
to as Schurrer's First Law of 
Communication: the amount of 
disagreement in any discussion is 
positively correlated to the num- 
ber of mutually undefined terms. 
Goethe once said that, "when 
ideas fail, words come in handy." 
It's easy to slap a label on some- 
one or some movement and feel 
that the word summarizes all that 
needs to be known. But in our day 
and age, words are tools that can 
be used or misused accidentally 
or deliberately. More than ever, we 
need precision in our words. 
Respond to PltU at 
ttwnews@bgnews.com 
Baseball demands more 
cunning than most sports 
/ RYAN SULLIVAN 
**--^   '       C01UMNIS1 
Hello, niy name is Ryan and I haw 
a problem. 
No this isn't the beginning of 
some Alcoholics Anonymous 
meeting—though if you ask some 
people, I should he there, too. 
This is the start of an all new dub, 
"Baseball Anonymous." 
So far, so good. From what every- 
body tells me, the first step to get- 
ting over soniediing is admitting 
you have a problem. 
Even as I am writing this. I am 
struggling not to chuck soniediing 
dirougli my television as ESPN 
is getting on their knees for the 
Yankees. And this isn't a Yankees 
hate column, but there will be ran- 
dom smatterings of it thrown in 
just because of my utter frustration 
right now. 
No, die real upsetting factor for 
me is die fact that, until April 5, 
2010,1 will be in a veritable funk. 
It is sad just how integral baseball 
is to my existence. 
Being from die Dayton area, I 
have been a Reds fan my entire life. 
If you took in my room, there is 
a veritable shrine dedicated to the 
Reds, including a giant banner. 3 
bobble-heads, a foam Reds "vic- 
tory" ball and a baseball thrown 
to me by their centerfielder, Willy 
Taveras, when my girlfriend and I 
went to a game in Chicago against 
the Cubs. 
I get chills the first time I see a 
I MM 'I \ill diamond each spring I do 
a little fist pump whenever a team I 
like makes a big play. 
When I go into a bar and I know 
the Reds have a game on television, 
1 pester the bartender until they flip 
onFSNOhia 
The last time I cried, it was 
because 1 found out longtime 
Reds broadcaster Joe Nuxhall died. 
Granted, that same day I found out 
my family had put my dog to sleep 
but that isnt the point. 
When I go home, my favorite 
topic of conversation with both 
friends and family is die latest base- 
ball transactions and how this year, 
it's going to go the Reds' way. 
Yes, 1 know there are other sports 
and I like some of them as well I 
go to the football games and cheer 
on the Moons, 1 watch college bas- 
ketball and pull for my Cincinnati 
Bengals, too but nothing is on the 
same level as baseball 
There is just something different 
about the sport, and it's very polar- 
izing to some Baseball is either 
a game where you "get it" or you 
dont. 
There is more strategy in one 
baseball game than in almost any 
other sport and if the manager 
screws up at a critical point it Ls the 
difference between a win and a toss. 
And yes, I have also seen almost 
every corny baseball movie this side 
of "The Sandlot," which is one of 
die best movies ever I might add. 
To steal a line from "l«ver Pitch." 
if somebody were to ask me where 
the Reds stood in my life. 1 say the 
Reds, sex. then breathing. 
So if any of you see me walking 
down the street or through campus 
and I am in a daze, it isn't because I 
am on some drug or just downed a 
fifth of Jack, it's because for the next 
150 days, all I will be doing is count- 
ing down the days until I can hear 
Marty Brennaman scream, "And 
this one belongs to the Reds!" 
Oh, and screw the Yankees and 
their fans. I warned you it would be 
in here, didn't 1? 
For now, if somebody could 
either be my "offseason sponsor" 
or point me in the direction of the 
nearest bar, that would be great 
ResinndtoRyanat 
tlietteius@bffiews.com 
THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE 
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How to face death by making the little moments precious 
W ERICRHOADS COLUMNIST 
Everyone you know and see will 
die. 
No, this isn't a 2012 prophecy. It's 
life. From the moment we're bom, 
with each breath we take, we're 
that much closer to our end — it's 
an inevitable fate that all living 
beings must be willing to accept. 
However, most of us do not sec 
our lives as the ever-changing, 
decomposition of die body. 
We strive for meaning, because 
after all, we are here. Typical 
thought leads to the notion if 
we're alive there must be a rea- 
son for it — right? We're students 
on a path towards our dreams, 
our careers, or maybe we're just 
wasting time and having fun. 
We are artists, striving to bring 
people's attention to situations 
that feel important to us. We are 
businessmen and women look- 
ing to get ahead. We are, all of us, 
looking for something. 
Of course we think we know 
what we are looking for, and it's 
merely a matter of reaching our 
goals As we search for purpose in 
life, we often forget the one unde- 
niable truth about our existence 
upon this planet — it ends. This 
is one of the only universal truths 
about existence. So in that respect, 
regardless of where you come 
from or where it is you think you're 
going, life is preparation for death. 
There are several modes of 
knowledge that help to better 
explain this concept. 
In philosophy, this concept is 
seen most frequently with the exis- 
tentialist and Nobel Prize winner 
for literature, Albert Camus. In his 
philosophical studies and novels 
he concocts the concept of life as 
being "absurd." By this he means 
life has no meaning. As such, and 
with the knowledge that beings 
are condemned to death and 
nothingness, he stresses life's value 
does not come from imposing any 
sort of meaning upon the worid 
but rather "revolting" against the 
inhumanities of life. By revolt he 
stresses taking on a passion for 
lucid awareness of what the worid 
has to offer — love, friendship, etc 
In religion, this can be most 
readily seen in Tibetan Buddhism. 
Though all religions focus upon 
the aspects of death to a certain 
degree, Tibetan Buddhism focus- 
es specifically upon using life as 
preparation for deatii and in doing 
so, gaining a higher appreciation 
for the life before us in this and 
each subsequent moment 
In the widely read Tibetan 
Book of the Dead, they discuss 
the make-up of human beings as 
being indiscernible with the envi- 
ronment surrounding them. That 
is to say, the objects that surround 
us (the environment) are merely a 
product of the subject (our "self'). 
With this knowledge, they believe 
the human condition is meant 
to be lived in order to attain this 
intrinsic awareness and in doing 
this, the individual will eventually 
come to terms with what is known 
in Buddhism as "enlightenment" 
Albeit a watered-down version of 
these practices, it helps to dem- 
onstrate the degree to which life is 
lived to prepare for the "next stage" 
which for our purposes, is death 
Okay, great — the morbid truth 
comes to fruition. Now what? Now, 
it is imrxntam to live with the aware 
ness that life is ever-changing From 
moment to moment, breath to 
breath, nothing remains static We 
are always moving towards death, 
and should live in a manner that 
helps us to see clearly this truth. 
Respond to Eric at 
tlienews@bffiews.com 
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Updated Falcon 
logo starts 
transition 
University athletic department begins process 
to create new identity with new logo design 
ByTimN.id. 
Reporter 
The University is in a transition 
period for the school's falcon 
logo. 
The athletic department 
began replacing the previ- 
ous logo with the current one 
about four years ago. The new 
logo features a full falcon pic- 
tured in orange and brown 
with the letters BG. The previ- 
ous logo was a falcon outline 
in orange. 
The University has released 
a clothing line featuring vin- 
tage logos, but the previous 
outline logo was not included. 
University Bookstore Associate 
Director Yvonne Stoner said 
this was done because they arc 
still in a transition period. 
"We need to transition first 
before going back and intro- 
ducing thr previous logol as 
vintage or retro," she said. 
For now, the game plan is 
to focus on the new logo, said 
Assistant Athletic Director of 
Marketing Brian Delehoy. 
"You want to stay true to your 
new marks and build an iden- 
tity," he said. 
Stoner said some students 
were fond of the old logo, but 
student response to the new 
logo has been great. She also 
said that in the beginning of 
the process to change the logo, 
the athletic department talked 
to alumni to get insight, input 
and feedback for the idea. 
"They were very supportive 
of the changes," she said. 
PROVIDED BY BGSUMHIETICS 
FALCON LOGO: The new logo is shown at 
the top with the old logo on the bottom 
Delehoy said changing the 
logo is meant to update the 
look, but still stay true to the 
University. He said that the new 
falcon logo has the same out- 
line as the previous. 
"You've got to stay true to the 
orange and brown," he said. 
"With colleges, it's a natural 
progression over time." 
Senior Ian Kenyon said that 
he likes the new logo, and owns 
a few shirts with the logo. 
"It's more attractive and 
flashy," he said. "It looks more 
updated." 
BGSU lacrosse team looks to topple 
Toledo in battle for 1-75 tournament 
By Troy Chamberlain 
Reporter 
This weekend, the traditional 
campus tailgate territory will 
transform into a warfront for 
the "Battle for 1-75," lacrosse 
style. 
Sunday, Nov. 8, the BGSU 
Lacrosse Glub will host a four- 
team tournament in the grass 
field castofDoyt Perry Stadium. 
In the tournament they will 
face off against the University 
of Akron, Youngstown State 
University and long time rivals, 
the University of Toledo. The 
tournament will consist of 12 
total games, with every team 
playing one match each against 
the remaining three. 
As with teams of any sport at 
the University who play them, 
the lacrosse team's rivalry 
toward Toledo has remained 
strong and enduring, and no 
game in the tournament is 
more heavily anticipated. This 
rivalry, though extremely com- 
petitive, is a casual one between 
the two lacrosse clubs. 
"It's a friendly rivalry," said 
senior mid-fielder Kevin 
Morton. "We're all really close 
and know each other so we 
always have a good time." 
Club President Alex Ilettinger 
said he feels good going into the 
game against Toledo— BGSU 
has not    lost to them since 
2002— but he is not ready to 
write them off as a pushover. 
Toledo looks to be a strong 
opponent this year, he said, cit- 
ing the fact they recently played 
a Division II varsity team and 
lost by only one goal. Toledo's 
triumphs, however, have not 
diminished senior mid-fielder 
Chris Pfeiffer's confidence or 
enthusiasm toward the bout. 
"Since I've been here, we've 
never lost to Toledo." he said. 
"I'd like to keep it that way." 
Though Sunday's tourna- 
ment is a preliminary event 
to the team's regular season, 
which occurs in the spring, 
their performance will influ- 
ence their pre-season ranking 
in the National Club Lacrosse 
League. Performing well will 
ensure better national recogni- 
tion throughout the season, an 
experience not unknown to the 
club in recent memory. 
Ilettinger. Morton and 
Pfeiffer were freshmen in the 
2007 spring season, at which 
time the team was ranked 5th 
in the nation. Unfortunately, 
the NCLI. nationals directly 
coincided with finals week at 
the University that year, pre- 
venting the team from testing 
its talent. Morton believes had 
the opportunity been allowed, 
the team would have been 
tough to beat. 
"We were unstoppable," he 
"The kids are really good and we have 
a lot of talent. I'm really looking 
forward to seeing what we 
bring to the table this year." 
Kevin Morion | Serw "tid-fielcer 
said. 
In the past few years though, 
the success has not come so 
easily. Last season the team fin- 
ished at 5-9. 
I lettinger took over as presi- 
dent this fall and said that 
administrative disorganization 
in years preceding his presi- 
dency proved detrimental to 
the team's support and perfor- 
mance. This year he says is a 
"rebuildingyear "andgives rea- 
son to be optimistic. 
"The team looks really prom- 
ising," he said. "The kids are 
really good and we have a lot 
of talent. Tin really looking for- 
ward to seeing what we bring to 
the table this year." 
Also in anticipation of the 
upcomingseason are the team's 
fans. The adrenaline-laden 
nature of the sport, coupled 
wil h t he relaxed feel of dub play, 
is what attracted Mercy College 
of Northwest Ohio senior lackie 
Gray to its fields. 
"Not only is every game 
packed with intense action," she 
said, "the teams make it very 
enjoyable to watch because of 
the altitudes they have toward 
each other." 
The relaxed style of club 
lacrosse, Ilettinger said, makes 
it a great fit for those who 
maybe played in high school 
and want to play now, but don't 
want the strict obligations of a 
varsity sport. 
"It's not as serious as a varsity 
sport, but its just as competi- 
tive," he said. "We can still go 
out and have fun, play the game 
like we like it." 
(lames this Sunday begin at 
10 a.m. with the match against 
Toledo scheduled for 4:30 p.m. 
Hettinger and teammates 
encourage all who are interest- 
ed in watching, learning about 
or joining the team to attend. 
I ormoreinlormationongames, 
getting involved or the team in 
general, students should e-mail 
Hettinger at alexjh^bgsu.edu, 
or message him on Facebook 
and search the group "BGSU 
lacrosse." 
Study shows percentage of older smokers in decline 
By Rose Schneider 
Reporter 
Results for a study done at the 
University Center for Family and 
Demographic Research show that 
while smoking for older adults is 
starting to decline, smoking for 
younger adults is holding steady. 
The study, which was released 
in September, showed there has 
been a decline in smoking for 
older adults in Ohio since 1984 
dropping from 30 percent to 
18 percent in 2008. However, the 
number of young adults in Ohio 
smoking, people ranging from 18 
to 29 years of age, only decreased 
from 30 percent to 28 percent 
since 1984. 
The results of this study may 
cause some to question why 
younger adults continue to 
smoke. 
"It seems like older adults are 
getting this message, but young- 
er adults, for some reason are 
still smoking,"' said I leidi Lyons, 
the CFDR's applied demogra- 
pher and the author of the study. 
"We've grown up as a generation 
knowing smoking is wrong and it 
is not good for you." 
Lyons, who gathered her data 
from the Center for Disease 
Control, said she thinks young 
people are still smoking because 
they are "not feeling the ramifica- 
tions of this unhealthy behav- 
ior." 
She said the harmful effects 
that come from smoking usu- 
ally hit you when you are older, 
which is most likely the reason 
older adults in Ohio are giving up 
the habit. 
For younger people, because 
the dangerous effects do not 
show up until later in life, the 
"young adults feel that they're 
healthy.'" Lyons said, "so it must 
not be that bad." 
The study stated 64 percent of 
young adults "are more likely to 
claim that their health is either 
excellent or good compared 
to other adults, 50 percent, in 
Ohio." 
"I think people in college still 
smoke because of peer pressure, 
like from friends," said sopho- 
more Katelan Malbon. 
Adrienne Beres, junior, said 
she thinks young adults are still 
smoking for social reasons. 
Lyons said the next step fol- 
lowing the study is to figure out 
why the message that smoking is 
bad for your health is not lieing 
absorbed by young adults. 
She said she hopes the study 
will help young adults realize 
there are lifelong consequences 
from smoking, and motivate 
them to make a change. 
Percent of smokers 
1984 to 2008 
inn 
30 30 
1984 | 2008       19S4 | 2008 
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CHURCH 
DIRECTORY 
^ St John's 
Episcopal Church 
www.stjohnsbg.org 
BGSU students: 
F.O.C.U.S. meets Wednesdays 7:30 
PM @ Starbucks in the Union 
Come for open-minded 'God talk' 
& free coffee! 
during academic year). 
Please join our Facebook Group: 
St. John's Bowling Green 
Sunday Worship 10:00 AM 
!505E.WoostcrSt. 
Bowling Green 43402 
(419)353-0881 
tfnt'tcd'Methodist Student 0/ya/i/zat/c/i 
Sharing the Light and Love of Christ 
Meetings and Events on Tuesday Evenings 
On Campus Bible Studies and Small Groups 
ALL ARE WELCOME! 
Check out our web-site for times and locations 
www.bgsu.«du/*tudentlif«/organiz»tions/umso/ 
First United Methodist Church 
SLC© 
SUNDAY WORSHIP 
9:00am | Contemporary Service 
10:00am | College Age Sunday School 
11:00am | Traditional Service 
Check out our website 
www.fumcbg.org 
Across Wooster Street from Horshman Quad 
1526 East Wooster St. Bowling Green 419-353-0682 
Please join usl 
SPORTS 
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IDELINES 
Falcon volleyball loses, plays at home tomorrow 
MEN'S HOOPS 
Sunday's men's 
basketball practice 
open to public 
The Falcon men's basketball 
team will hold an open 
practice and short inttasquad 
scrimmage Sunday at II a.m. 
For the first 90 minutes of the 
period, the team will practice 
regularly with the scrimmage 
starting at 12:30 p.m. Coaches 
and players will be available 
for an autograph session at 
1 p.m. Schedule posters will 
also be available. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for con- 
tinued news and updates on 
your favorite Falcon teams. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Twitter 
The BG News sports section 
has a Twitter feed. Be sure 
to log on while your favorite 
team is playing. We may have 
in-game updates. 
www.twitter.com/bqnewssports 
Today in 
Sports History 
1994—George Foreman 
wins the heavyweight boxing 
title. 
1977—The first sports 
Emmy Award is presented. 
1974-Los Angeles 
Dodgers Mike Marshall 
becomes first relief pitcher to 
win the Cy Young Award. 
The List 
The men's soccer team will 
play its final game of the 
season tomorrow. Below are 
five of the top seniors on the 
team this season: 
1. Cameron Hepple: 
Hepple is the team's leading 
scorer with 17 points, includ- 
ing eight goals, despite miss- 
ing six games with an injury. 
2. Jacob Lawrence: 
Lawrence shifted positions 
late in the season and ben- 
efited nicely. He has 12 points. 
including five goals on the 
season. 
3. Hunter Van 
Houten: Van Houten has 
four assists so far in his senior 
season. 
4. Chuko Evwaraye: 
Evwaraye has started six 
games for BG this season, 
recording a goal and two 
assists 
5. Tyler Deal: Deal 
has started all 17 games this 
season and leads the team 
in minutes with 1.426. He 
has not recorded any points 
though. 
By Chris Sojka 
Reporter 
After being swept by Miami over 
a month ago at Anderson Arena, 
the Falcons went in to Millett 
Hall and were only able to win 
one set. 
The Falcons came out strong 
and won the first set, 25-17. When 
the score was 14-13, in favor of 
BG, the Falcons went on a five-to- 
one run, making the score 19-14. 
Kills by Corey Domek and 
Etnlly Kauth put the finishing 
touches on the Red Hawks. 
Allison   Kearney  had   nine 
assists, Shari Luther added four 
kills and Noelle Spitler posted 
two blocks in BG's win. 
In the second set. the Falcons' 
momentum didn't carry over, 
lit; never lead in the set as the 
Redl lawks won, 25-18. 
Kearney had two aces, six 
assists and a block in the loss. 
The Redl lawks' Megan Griffin 
lead the way with five kills, 
while Andrea Atteberry had 11 
assists. 
The Falcons didn't lead in 
the third set, either. They kept 
it dose throughout, but Miami 
shuck away with a 25-21 victory. 
"We will have the chance to play in 
front of our fans... the best fans in the 
conference. When our fans are loud, • 
this team plays hard." 
Denise Van De Walle I Coach 
Kearney and Domek led the 
way for BCi with 10 assists and 
five kills, respectively. Domek 
also added an ace and a block. 
In the fourth set, BG kept it 
close, but again, the RedHawks 
came out on top 25-19. 
Domek had a double-double 
on the night with 17 kills and 10 
digs. She had a .333 attack per- 
centage and posted two aces. 
Luther was big for the Falcons, 
too, as she hit .370 and had 12 
kills. 
After being on the road for 
three weeks in a row, the Falcons 
will head back to Anderson Arena 
tomorrow for a match against 
Northern Illinois. 
Van De Walle can't wait to 
return home. 
"We will have the chance to 
play in front of our fans ... the 
best fans in the conference," she 
said. "When our fans are loud, 
this team plays hard." 
The Huskies (13-12, 7-5 Mid- 
American Conferencel. are bat- 
See NETTERS | Page 7 
FALCONS VS. BULLDOGS 
ENOCH WU I THE 6G NEWS 
ROUGH HOUSING: Davtd Solway (5) and Kyle Page collide into a Providence playet earlier this season. Falcon coach Dennis Williams is hoptng his team will play more 
physically this weekend 
Let's get physical 
Falcon coach wants to see tough play this weekend 
By Paul Barmy 
Reporter 
The Falcon hockey team closed out the 
month of October with a 0-5-1 record, 
their first winless October since the 1981- 
82 season. 
However, coach Dennis Williams is 
convinced his team is a much better team 
now than they were a week ago 
The Falcons (0-5-1, 0-1-1 Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association) will get a 
chance to show just that as they travel to 
Big Rapids, Mich., to take on CCHA oppo- 
nent Ferris State for a weekend matchup. 
The two-game scries begins tonight at 
7:05 followed by the series finale tomor- 
row at 5:05 p.m. 
The Bulldogs and Falcons played to 
a series split a year ago, with each team 
alternating wins in the last five contests. 
The all-time series favors BG. leading 
52-43-11 dating back to Dec. 15,1978. 
FSU dropped their first two conference 
games last weekend to Alaska, but with 
an overall record of 5-3-0 the Falcons will 
have to continue putting forth a strong 
effort if they want to leave with a series 
" (Ferris State] is a great team," Williams 
said. "1 think it's a college hockey player's 
game up there when you play that type 
of team because IFerris State) is going to 
come hard, they're going to hit and we 
have to be able to match that." 
In order for the Falcons to match the 
physicality of the Bulldogs they're going 
to have to be physical themselves, some- 
thing Williams would like to see more of 
See TOUGH | Page 7 
BGSU ATHLETICS 
HIGH SCORER: Cameron Hepple leads the 
team in scoring despite missing six games. 
en's soccer 
seniors set 
for last game 
By John Lopez 
Reporter 
After a tumultuous season, the 
Falcon men'ssoccerteamwilltake 
the field for the last time tomor- 
row as they host Florida Atlantic 
University in a 
Mid-American 
Conference 
matchup. 
The game will 
beafarewellforsix 
senior members 
of the team: Jacob 
Lawrence, Hunter 
Van Houten, 
Cameron Hepple, 
Tyler Deal, Gavin 
Dozierand Chuko 
Evwaraye. 
The game will 
be an "Orange 
Out", and the 
team asks any 
fans to support the team by 
wearing orange. 
Although both teams are out of 
the MAC Tournament, the game 
is a matchup between two teams 
that are trying to avoid finishing 
last in the conference. Kickoff is 
scheduled for 2 p.m. tomorrow at 
Cochrane Field. 
Coaches and players were not 
available for comment at press 
time. See The BG News Sports 
Blog (www.bgnewssports.com) 
this afternoon for more details 
about the game. 
Tyler 
Deal 
Leads the 
team in 
minutes this 
season in 17 
starts 
Falcon rugby battle Minnesota in playoffs 
By C J Wation 
Reporter 
Last week, the BG rugby team 
was handed their first regular 
season loss in over two years. 
BG plans on leaving the match 
against Ohio State in their past as 
they travel to Minnesota tomor- 
row to take on the Gophers in 
the quarterfinals of the Midwest 
Division I Premier I cague Playoffs. 
Not only do the playoffs bring 
a different type of intensity, both 
clubs are coming into the game 
fired up and have a point to 
prove. BG is looking to come- 
back from a devastating loss and 
Minnesota is seeking revenge 
against the Falcons. 
"We have played each other 
in the past two Midwest cham- 
pionships," said coach Tony 
Mazzarella. "So you could 
say that we have some history 
against each other." 
Minnesota utilizes a very bal- 
anced attack that can be catego- 
rized asquitcsimilarto Indiana's 
PHOTO PROVIDED W6GI1UG6Y 
MOVIHG THE BALL: Justin Rutledge moves the ball earlier this season. Me will try to help 
the team to victory against Minnesota m the quarterfinals ol the Midwest playoffs. 
style of play. 
"They don't really jump out 
at you," Mazzarella said. "They 
aren't overly big or overly fast in 
any particular position." 
Despite the loss last week, 
players are remaining positive 
as they prepare for the playoffs. 
"There were a lot of positive 
outcomes that happened last 
week," said fly half Nick Viviani. 
r 
"It showed us that we are not 
invincible and that anything can 
happen at any given week." 
Sloppy play which led to 
missed tries was a big prob- 
lem last week, and it has been 
addressed this week during 
practice. Another issue was the 
See RUGBY | Page 7 
Falcon swimmers open home 
season against MAC rivals 
By Ryan Satkowiak 
Reporter 
One of the main questions 
surrounding the BG swim- 
ming team coming into this 
season was if the underclass- 
men mature to the point where 
they could make some serious 
waves this year. Well, after last 
weekend's meets, we were given 
a small sample answer to that 
question. 
Despite dropping meets at 
Eastern Michigan and Ball State 
last weekend, the freshmen on 
the team stepped up in a big way, 
particularly against BSU, where 
eight of the team's 21 top-three 
finishes were by freshmen. 
"The freshmen have stepped 
up right from the get-go," said 
coach Keri Buff. "The way this 
team was set up this year, every- 
one wanted to be a part, and the 
freshmen have done a great job 
being tough and getting it done 
11 Meg Richardson Senior has'been one of the top swimmers so far 
right from the beginning."   • 
The freshmen charge was 
led by Alexis Kain, who picked 
up two second-place finishes 
against Eastern in breaststroke 
events and was part of the 
Falcons' A-team that took top 
spot in the medley relay. Against 
Ball State, she took the top spot 
in both breaststroke events and 
was on the winning medley 
relay team and the third-place 
freestyle relay team. 
Senior       captain       Meg 
Richardson also showed why 
she is one of the top swim- 
See SWIM | Page 7 
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LeBron seeks more than Knicks on trip 
By Brian Mihoniy 
The Associated Press 
GREENBURGH, N.Y. — LeBron 
lames is coming lo town, and 
New York isthrowinga parade. 
A little early to start the recruiting 
pitch, isn't it? 
Actually, the parade is for the 
Yankees, but lames won't mind. 
He's a huge fan of the World Series 
champions 
Besides, Broadway is all his 
after that. 
The Cleveland Cavaliers visit 
Madison Square Garden on 
tonight, lames' only chance this 
season to put on a show at the 
arena he adores. 
Watch out Knicks. 
"He'll be glowing. I le'U be ready," 
said New York guard Larry Hughes, 
a former Cleveland teammate 
who keeps in touch with lames. 
"He may not say he's ready, but 
he'll be ready to perform." 
lames seems to do something 
spectacular whenever he plays 
in New York, last time it was a 
triple-double — for a couple of 
days, anyway. 
He lost one of the rebounds 
after a video review but still scored 
52 points, joining Michael Jordan 
as the only visiting players with 
multiple 50-point games at the 
present building. 
This season's NBA schedule 
sends lames to Madison Square 
Garden only once. 
Knicks fans hope it's the last 
time he plays there as a visitor. 
lames can become a free agent 
on July 1 and the Knicks have 
cleared enough cap space to offer 
him a maximum salary contract. 
He's never said he wants to leave 
Cleveland, but he's never ruled 
out coming to New York, either, 
so his future will be hotly debated 
until then. 
Iriday's itinerary figures to fea- 
ture 48 minutes of basketball and 
at least as much talk about free 
agency, lames can tempt the fans, 
torture the Knicks and tease the 
media. And as usual, everyone 
will hang on his every word, hop- 
ing he drops some hints about 
his plans. 
"Guarantee you first time he 
comes here, if he goes down the 
comer and has a bagel and says 
that was good, headline's going 
to say, 'Hey, LeBron loves New 
York food,'"TNI' studio host Krnie 
lohnson said last week 
Larry Bird, Charles Barkley and 
commissioner David Stem are 
among the NBA heavyweights 
who have said they hope lames 
remains in Ohio, where he shot to 
stardom as an Akron schoolboy 
before turning the formerly los- 
ing franchise down the road into 
a powerhouse. 
Others think he won't be able 
to resist New York, where he can 
make the Knicks relevant again 
on the court while making mil- 
lions more off it in a much bigger 
market. 
Kenny Smith agreed with 
Barkley, his TNT partner, that it 
would be nice to see lames stay 
home. 1 le isn't sure that will IK- 
the case, though. 
"That's a great story, but obvi- 
ously that story might not play 
out," Smith said "If it was going 
to play out, 1 think it would 
have played out already. I think 
we would have known last year 
what's going on. I think he's really 
entertaining moving. He's not a 
sentimentalist like we are right 
now." 
lames could refuse to talk about 
it, but be seems to enjoy the flirta- 
tion, meeting the media before 
games in New York when many 
Superstars prefer to wait in the 
restricted trainer's room during 
pregame availability. 
THEBGNEWS SUOOKU 
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NETTERS 
From Page 6 
tling for a first found bye in the 
MAC Tournament. 
As a team, they are averaging 
13.43 kills per set, second-best 
in the conference. Their attack 
percentage of .223 ranks them 
third in the conference, right 
behind BCi. 
NIU's Megan Schoenrock, 
who is from Toledo, is averag- 
ing 2.82 kills per set and Maddie 
Hughes leads the MAC and 
ranks 37th in the country with 
4.90 digs per set. 
This is going to be a good team. 
Van DeWallc said. 
"We're expecting a big, physi- 
cal team that hits hard," Van 
De Walle said. "Their pin hitters 
are very good. They are an emo- 
tional team that competes hard 
and they never quit." 
Van  De Walle said  a win 
against the Huskies would be 
huge. 
"A win over a very good Nil) 
team would give us great 
momentum going into our 
final weeks of the season," she 
said. "We're still improving and 
haven't peaked yet. We're look- 
ing forward to Saturday.'' 
SWIM 
From Page 6 
mers in the Mid-American 
Conference, winning three of 
the four freestyle events in 
dominating fashion, as well 
as adding two team relay vic- 
tories. 
Despite building some 
solid momentum with their 
near victory at Ball State, 
things don't get easier for 
the Falcons, as they take on 
the two most recent Mid- 
American Conference cham- 
pions — Ohio and Miami 
— this weekend at the Cooper 
Pool. 
"It's definitely going to be 
tough," Buff said. "But we just 
have to go out there and focus 
on doing our best." 
As has been documented, 
the Falcons also have to deal 
with the roadblock of not hav- 
ing a dive team, which causes 
them to give up 32 uncontest- 
ed points to their opposition 
before the meet begins. Buff 
declined to comment, saying 
that they just need to focus 
on competing head-to-head 
with the other team's swim- 
mers. 
Even with the tall tasks 
ahead of them this weekend, 
the Falcons have shown that 
they are ready to compete. 
RUGBY 
From Page 6 
team keeping its composure 
while remaining focused. 
"Now we have to be 100 percent 
focused mentally and physically 
for every match in the future." 
Viviani said. "We have to be 
relaxed and just keep our com- 
posure out on the field." 
With a win, the Falcons will 
move on to the semi finals and 
possibly the finals that will be 
played next weekend in Indiana. 
The winner of the Midwest cham- 
pionship will receive an invita- 
tion to play in the NCAA champi- 
onship games in the spring. 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Bland named second 
teamAII-MAC 
Senior Samantha Bland was named 
lo the Second Team All-Mid-American 
Conference women's soccer team yester- 
day. 
Bland started all 20 games for BG this 
season, playing in 1,720 minutes 
In her career, Bland started 77 of her 80 
careef games, including 75 straight. She 
won three defensive MVP awards for the 
Falcons. 
Freshman Keefy Chandler was named 
to the All-MAC Freshman team. 
THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK 
With no BG game this 
week, we turn to other 
schools in the region to 
fill most of our pick 'em. 
Strong matchups between 
Ohio State and Penn State 
and Alabama and LSU. 
compliment a MAC-Big 
Ten game and a Pioneer 
Conference showdown. 
No. 11 Penn State 
vs. No. 15 Ohio State 
PSU-5.5 
Nebraska 
vs. No. 20 Oklahoma 
Michigan State 
vs. Western Michigan 
MSUlo 
No. 19 Notre Dame 
vs. Navy 
ANDREW HARNER 
Sports Editor 
SEAN SHAPIRO 
Assistant Sports Editor 
TAYLOR RICHTER 
Design Editor 
BECKY TENER 
Campus Editor 
If you ask me. Penn State is bet- The Nittany Lions crack some 
ter. Given that combined with a Buckeyes and keep their slim Big 
game in Pennsylvania, that makes Ten hopes alive. 
the pick fairly easy. 
PSU51.0SU17 PSU28.0SU21 
Hey. remember the time OSU I lumped off the Teirelle Pryor 
choked in three straight national train a month ago. 
championships (two football and 
one men's basketball)? 
PSU27.0SU24 PSU27.0SU26 
In the most underrated game 
of the week. Nebraska's stifling 
defense will come out against a 
good team. 
Nebraska 20. Oklahoma 13 
Tim Hiller could make this a 
game, but I think the Spartans 
Rave an easy win here. 
MSU 41. Michigan 20 
Had things panned out the way 
Oklahoma thought they would 
this season. I'd be taking the 
Sooners in a blowout 
Nebraska 27. Oklahoma 24 
That loss to Central Michigan 
will keep Michigan State in the 
right mindset for this victory. 
MSUJ4.WMU17 
Oklahoma will eat these com 
flakes for breakfast. 
Sooners vs Huskers: a battle for 
the frontier Man prevails 
Oklahoma 29. Nebraska 13       Oklahoma 23, Nebraska 17 
The Irish aren't exactly the best This is the fourth straight time 
team to stop the run They're far I've picked the home team. I'm 
from the worst, but an amped up starting to look like Harner. 
Navy team pulls the upset 
Navy 24. ND 22 Notre Dame 17. Navy 10 
As with PSU-OSU. I will take the   Take that back. I'm taking the 
better team, again which is play-    Tigers on the road 
VS.No.9LSU     ingathome. 
LSU 21. Alabama 14 
Pioneer league showdown lor 
the ages, and it's the Bulldogs 
who stay undefeated. 
Butler 3, Dayton 2 
31-23 
"Sparry on Wayne! Sparty on 
Garth!" 
MSU24.WMU17 
Charies Wets wanted to go to 
Navy but he sunk all their sub 
I know I swore never to pick 
MSU but I'm not dumb So this 
one is for you. Sarah They better 
not let me down 
MSU14.WMUS 
I'm not on a boat' 
Notre Dame 45, Navy 24 Notre Dame 15. Navy 14 
No. 3 Alabama 
Alabama-75     Alabama 27. LSU 16 
Dayton 
vs. Butler 
No line 
It's Butler's high-powered. 8-0 
offense against Dayton's 7-1 
stout defense This game has big 
Pioneer Conference implications. 
Butler 28. Dayton 17 
Overall record     32-22 
Talking about the Crimson Tide 
brings back awkward memories 
of eighth grade health class. 
Alabama 31. LSU 21 
The DYT makes Butler the butt 
of this joke of a matchup. 
Dayton 27. Butler 24 
29-25 
I'm starting like the Crimson Tide 
more than Tim Tebow Thats a 
lot. Yay. Tim Tebow! 
Alabama 24, LSU 20 
My love for the Wright Brothers 
makes me think the Flyers will 
not be the first to lose a confer- 
ence match 
Dayton 30, Butler 27 
35-19 
SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
L > 6 
E I 8 
I   9   S 
9 S I 
I Z 6 
8   t  £ 
8 E Z 
S 9 9 
l   L   6 
S   8   I 
9 6 £ 
►   L   I 
1 M 
Z I 8 
6   E   S 
Z   6   E 
V S L 
9   i   8 
f E t 
8 I L 
I   S   9 
S   9   I 
I 6 f 
i    8   L 
L 8 I 
E 9 S 
6   Z   t 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
SfLfH fifi* and win prfz«t at 
PRIZESUOOKUxorT 
n7M> 
ENOCH WU      -EBGNtWS 
FIRST: Nathan Pageau (13) scored his first collegiate goal last weekend. 
TOUGH 
From Page 6 
from his team. 
"It's going to be a game that 
we're going to have to either 
make hits or we're going to get 
hit." he said. T always want 
more of a physical presence 
out there. It's not that our guys 
are not competing, but we turn 
away a couple times where I 
think we would really make 
a good hit and a good state- 
ment." 
The Falcons are still in search 
of their first win of the season, 
and will have to play physically 
to get it. 
If they can get the produc- 
tion they got last weekend at 
Nebraska-Omaha, however, 
their search may come to an 
end. 
Last Friday behind fresh- 
man goalie Andrew Hammond 
— who made a career-high 
43 saves on 46 shots — three 
Falcons scored their first goal at 
the college level. 
Sophomore Bryan I'otacco 
and freshmen Nathan Pageau 
and Ionian Samuels-Thomas 
all netted goals for BG. 
"It's nice to get those guys 
to contribute," Williams said. 
"When you do get that goal you 
tend to play with a lot more 
confidence. We just need a few 
others to break that goose egg 
and we'll lie fine." 
* 
VS 
Listen to the Falcons play Ferris State 
this weekend on 88.1fm WBGU. 
Friday November 6th is at 7:05pm & 
Saturday November 7th is 5:05pm. 
All broadcasts are brought to you by the 
Bowling Green Radio Sports Organization. 
-Uu '.'< t"<""' 
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES! 
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3.4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES 
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2010. 
www.greenbriarrentals.com GMENBIUA., INC. 
3-6 People allowed depending on location 
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717 
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S'MOREDOM 
Forget the standard s'more recipe and try these fun twists on a 
campfire classic that will leave you wanting some more 
There is only one thing related to s'mores that 1 really won't have 
any s'more of (and ironically, the use of "s'more" replacing "some 
more" isn't it). People, we need to stop referring to the "grahams" 
and the "mallows" when engaged in s'more speak. It isn't Smalls 
who's killing me when I think of this terrible verbal tick of a trend. 
But other than that, there's not much to dislike about that choco- 
lately, ooey, gooey, bum-your-mouth, accidentally leafy campfire 
classic. They're cheap; they're easy; they're starting to sound like 
"that" girl at a party I was at last weekend. So let's go ahead and move on. 
It's easy to get caught up in the nostalgia that is the perfect s'more, so with camping season coming to 
a close and a bright new year just around the corner, I say we don't focus on the past, but on the exciting 
future of s'moredom that awaits us. 
J. 
ki 
k ONLINE: Read mote food blogs at www bgviewsnetwork.com/food 
Your name 
doesn't 
actually have 
to be Reese 
A quick fix for the 
action-craving taste 
buds is to replace your 
standard Hershey's Milk 
Chocolate with a Reese's 
Peanut Butter Cup. Bob, 
the campus UPS man 
highly recommends this. 
And he's basically Santa, 
but more fit and in a 
snappier uniform. 
We gonna 
party likes its 
ya birthday 
Take a page out of 
Fiddy Cent's book and 
find any reason to cel- 
ebrate Shorty's birthday. 
Smother one graham 
cracker with chocolate 
or vanilla frosting, and 
then top with sprinkles. 
The melted marshmallow 
warms the frosting/sprin- 
kle combo to perfection. 
S'moreos 
Carefully unscrew your 
favorite version of Oreo, 
and smoosh the cooked 
marshmallow between 
its perfectly chocolate 
water layers. If you're really 
daring, dip in milk before 
devouring. 
"Who turns 
down a 
Junior Mint?" 
Thanks to Seinfeld, 
we know exactly what 
happens when you deny 
a Junior Mint. Add some 
of these mini chocolate 
mints to your warm 
marshmallow when you 
particularly don't want 
a surgery patient's well 
being on your conscience. 
Peepshow 
Swap a toasted marsh- 
mallow for a perfectly 
browned and (insert color 
in the past tense here) 
Peep. The extra shot 
of sugar and the subtle 
addition of color instantly 
ups the sex-factor of this 
s'more. 
The Katy Perry] 
Hot and cold go 
together like Sic-Sic and 
creepy, but in a good, 
l-like-to-be-scared kind 
of way. Replace boring 
chocolate with a swipe 
of your favorite Ben 
and Jerry's creation. Be 
prepared for the onset 
of violent memories of 
that really cool ice cream 
cake that Billy down the 
street had for his ninth 
birthday. 
Forget the 
effects, I just 
want a good actor 
Watching the trailer for "2012," 
the newest end-of-the world epic, 
one thought hits me. The star of 
the film, John Cusack, is a fun 
actor, but I do not picture many 
going to see this movie solely to 
watch him. For this film, audi- 
ences want tidal waves, explo- 
sions and crumbling mountains 
sending debris everywhere. 
' That is sad to me, though, 
because I wonder, what ever 
happened to going to see the 
See ACTORS | Page 10 
TONIGHT IN BG 
i rock at Howard's 
Indie rock band Common Loon, hailing 
from IHtnois, will play a show at Howard's 
Club H tonight Local band A Gun for 
Hire will kick off the event at 9 pm with 
$5 admission at the door. 
Despite lackluster footage, Jackson documentary 
shines due to late superstars performance 
ByA.ronH.Uf.rich 
Pulse Reviewer 
KEVIN HA2UR I CC1UMBIA PICTURES 
While it was never meant 
to exist as a publicly viewed 
documentary, the footage 
that was compiled to create 
Michael Jackson's "This Is 
It" surprisingly makes for a 
refreshing look at one of the 
greatest entertainers of all 
time. 
The footage in question is 
a compilation of shoots taken 
from the rehearsal stages of 
Michael lackson's would-be 
comeback tour. While "This Is 
It" might not have witnessed 
such popularity had its iconic 
star not tragically died in late 
June 2009, this final collec- 
tion of world famous songs 
displays the King of Pop as 
a restored dancing superstar. 
Like any great documentary, 
This Is It" has the ability to 
shed light on a predominantly 
mysterious or misunderstood 
subject. 
A great documentary is usu- 
ally the result of substantial 
content or the director's abil- 
ity to tell a story. As one of the 
most documented musical 
artists, Bob Dylan was given 
a terrific visual story when 
Martin Scorsese compiled the 
documentary "No Direction 
Home." This elite compilation 
of photos and historical vid- 
eos is much different from the 
equally respected Metallica 
documentary, "Some Kind of 
Monster," which is a first-hand 
eyewitness account of the 
relationships between band 
members. This Is It" struggles 
See JACKSON | Page 10 
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monster, 1*1 onster 
WHAT CHAD EVERY THINKS: Monster 
Monster is the name of the new wooden roller 
coaster at Cedar Point Just when you trunk its 
a smooth ride. WHAM, you jolt into a violent 
turn before jotting into another part of the 
See MONSTER | Page 10 
PULSE 
BRIEF 
TONIGHT IN TOLEDO 
Theatre unites comedy and mystery 
The Toledo Repertoire Theatre on 10th Street in 
Toledo is putting on a mystery-filled comedic pro- 
duction this weekend. "Accomplice* will begin at 8 
pm tonight and tomorrow night with tickets priced 
at $10 for students. 
TOMORROW NIGHT 
Music superstar makes 
stop in Bowling Green 
Alternative country singer-songwriter 
Neko Case will be performing at the Cla- 
Zel tomorrow night at 7 pm 
The Alexandria. Va. native is widely 
known her affiliation with Canadian indie 
group the New Pomographers Case 
recorded and performed two albums as 
Neko Case and Her Boyfriends before 
recording solely under her name. 
Her six solo albums, including her 
2009 release with Anti-Records 'Middle 
Cyclone." have gained much critical praise 
and a faithful following. According to the 
Cla-Zels Web site. Case is also known 
for her entertaining stage presence and 
humorous narratives on stage. 
Case has performed world-wide for 
sellout audiences and appears in the line 
of successful, national acts the Cla-Zel is 
attempting to infuse into Bowling Green's 
music scene 
Tickets for Case's performance are $20 
presale and J25 at the door. Tickets can be 
purchased at Finders Records from 9 am 
to 9 pm. or at the Cla-Zel after 5 pm 
THEY SAID IT 
Hard Lessons in Bowling Gram tomorrow 
After performing with Justin Pierre of Motion Oty Soundtrack 
in Detroit this week, Michigan band The Hard Lessons will be 
bringing their act to Howard's Club H tomorrow night at 9 pm 
(tickets $7). If you like what you hear, check out their Web site 
thehardlessons.com, for a free download of their new afcum. 
"All of a sudden I woke up one day 
and went to Macy's and saw myself 
on a T-shirt I feel empowered when 
I sec my face on a T-shirt." 
-Miley Cyrus 
^ 
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Army: 12 dead in 
attacks at Fort 
Hood, Texas 
FORT HOOD. Texas-The US. 
Army says 12 people have been 
killed and 31 wounded in a shooting 
rampage on the Fort Hood Atmy 
base in Texas. 
Lt. Gen Bob Cone said at a 
news conference that one shooter 
has been killed and two suspects 
were apprehended yesterday. He 
says they are all U S. soldiers 
The shooting began around 1:50 
p.m. Cone says that all the casual- 
ties took place at the base's Soldier 
Readiness Center where soldiers 
who are about to be deployed or 
who are returning undergo medical 
screening. 
He says the primary shooter 
used two handguns in the attack. 
- Anne Gearan and Jay Root (AP) 
Guilty plea in fatal 
New York stabbing 
of immigrant 
RIVERHEAD.NY-Oneof 
seven teenagers accused in the 
fatal attack on a Hispanic immi- 
grant pleaded guilty yesterday 
to gang assault and hate dime 
charges and agreed to testify 
against the other defendants 
Nicholas Hausch entered his 
plea in Suffolk County Court 
The teens are accused in the Nov. 
8.2008. killing of Ecuadorean 
immigrant Marcelo Lucero in 
Patchogue in eastern Long Island. 
Lucero. 57. was walking with a 
friend near the Patchogue train 
station when they were con- 
fronted by the teenagers tooling 
around town allegedly looking for 
targets 
- Frank Eltman(AP) 
Former New 
York City Police 
Commissioner 
Kerik pleads guilty 
WHITE PLAINS. NY 
- Former New York City Police 
Commissioner Bernard Kerik 
admitted in court yesterday that 
he lied to the White House while 
being considered for chief of 
Homeland Security 
Kerik. hailed as a hero after the 
Sept. 11 attack, also pleaded guilty 
to lying on tax returns, a loan 
application and a questionnaire 
he filled out when he was seek- 
ing a separate US government 
position. 
Under his plea bargain, which 
short-circuited as many as three 
federal trials, he was not required 
to plead guilty to the main corrup- 
tion charges against him. Those 
charges will be dismissed. 
In a low but firm voice. Kerik 
said "guilty" eight times as he 
admitted to eight felonies, includ- 
ing lying about paying taxes on 
his children's nanny, hiding income 
from the Internal Revenue Service 
and faking a charitable contribu- 
tion. 
- Jim Fitzgerald (AP) 
FBI: Arrest 
made in slaying of 
New Mexico nun 
ALBUQUERQUE N M. 
- Federal agents descended on a 
small community on the Navajo 
Indian reservation early yesterday 
to make an arrest in the slaying of 
a nun whose body was found in 
her home on church property 
The FBI said it arrested one 
person in Navajo in the death 
of 64-year-old Sister Marguerite 
Bartz. but declined to provide 
other details The nun's body was 
discovered after she didn't show 
up as scheduled for Sunday Mass 
m a neighboring community. 
"I'm sure that community hasn't 
been sleeping well for many 
nights. I think with this arrest 
they're going to have a better 
night's sleep tonight and feel a 
little safer in their homes, said 
Lee Lamb, a spokesman for the 
Diocese of Gallup, which oversees 
the St. Berard parish in Navajo 
where Bartz lived. 
- Susan Montoya Bryan (AP) 
Iraqi held 
in Arizona honor 
killing on 
suicide watch 
PHOENIX (AP)-A court 
hearing in Phoenix for an Iraqi 
immigrant accused of killing 
his daughter because she had 
become too Westernized has 
been delayed because he is on a 
suicide watch. 
Court officials say the 
Maricopa County sheriff's office 
didn't take Faleh Hassan Almaleki 
to his arraignment yesterday 
because of his status 
Almaleki was charged with two 
counts of aggravated assault after 
police in the Phoenix suburb of 
Peoria say he ran down his daugh- 
ter and her boyfriend's mother 
with his Jeep Oct 20. Police say 
those charges will be upgraded 
since the daughter. Noor Faleh 
Almaleki. died Monday. 
The other woman is expected 
to survive 
Almaleki fled the country after 
the attack but was stopped at 
London's airport and sent back to 
the US 
Inmates who came 
to guard's rescue 
get help, too 
TAMPA. Fla (AP) - Four 
inmates who came to the rescue 
of a Florida jail guard when he was 
attacked by another inmate may 
be getting some help of their own 
Deputy Larry McKrnnon 
said yesterday the Hrllsborough 
County Sheriff's Office will write 
letters to the inmates attorneys 
that can be used on their behalf 
in court. 
The inmates helped save 
64-year-old detention deputy 
Kenneth Moon on Monday 
afternoon when inmate Douglas 
Emanuel Burden charged him. 
put him in choke hold and began 
strangling him 
Four inmates saw the com- 
motion and came to Moon's aid. 
including one who reached for 
the deputy's radio and called for 
help. The incident was caught on 
a security video 
The men are in jail for charges 
including home invasion and 
attempted murder. 
Prosectution 
rests case 
against 
polygamist 
sect man 
By Michelle- Robert-. 
The Associated P'ess 
ELDORADO, Texas—Prosecutors 
rested their case yesterday in the 
first criminal trial of a member 
of a West Texas polygamist sect 
after days of plodding through 
photos and records seized from 
the group's ranch. 
Lawyers for 38-year-old 
Raymond lessop, charged with 
child sexual abuse, have not indi- 
cated whether they will call any 
witnesses in his defense. Jurors 
could have begun deliberating as 
early as yesterday. 
Texas Ranger Nick Hanna testi- 
fied that sect records seized from 
a cement vault in a temple annex 
demonstrated that a teenage 
girl and Jessop were living at the 
Yearning For Zion Ranch when 
they entered a so-called "spiritual 
marriage" and she became preg- 
nant at age 16. 
lessop'sattomey, MarkStevens, 
has argued that prosecutors 
failed to show that any assault 
happened in Texas — a neces- 
sary element in demonstrating 
the court's jurisdiction. 
"There is no way one can draw 
a reasonable inference... that this 
alleged event must have occurred 
on that ranch," he said during a 
hearing yesterday. 
lessop is the first member of 
the Fundamentalist Church of 
Jesus Christ of latter Day Saints 
to go on trial since authorities 
raided the ranch last year and 
swept more than 400 of the sect's 
children into temporary foster 
care. If convicted, he faces up to 
20 years in prison. 
Assistant Attorney General Eric 
Nichols used the testimony of 
Texas Rangers and a former FLDS 
member to introduce church 
marriage records, family pho- 
tos and dictation by jailed sect 
leader Warren Jeffs as evidence in 
Jessop's triaL 
One dictation by Jeffs indicated 
that he advised Jessop and others 
in August 2005 not to take the girl 
to the hospital even though she 
had been struggling with giving 
birth for days. 
"I knew that the giri being 16 
years old, if she went to the hos- 
B Raymond Jessop Jessop was charged with child sexual abuses 
pita], the)' could put Raymond 
Jessop in jeopardy of prosecu- 
tion as the government is looking 
for any reason to come against 
us there," Jeffs said, according to 
seized church records. 
Manyofthedocuments, includ- 
ing the one recounting when the 
girl went into labor, were heavily 
redacted for the jury to remove 
references to plural marriages 
or other possible crimes. Some 
pages were entirely blacked out 
except for one or two lines. 
Jessop allegedly has nine wives. 
1 le faces a bigamy charge, but that 
case is to be tried later. The girl in 
the assault case, now 21, was pre- 
viously in a "spiritual marriage" 
with Jessop's brother before being 
"reassigned" to Jessop when she 
was 15, according to documents 
seized at the ranch. 
Forensic experts testified that 
DNA tests found a nearly 100 per- 
cent probability that Jessop was 
the father of the girl's daughter. 
Under Texas law, generally, no 
one under 17 can consent to sex 
with an adult. 
Hanna yesterday walked jurors 
through some of Jeffs' extensive 
dictations to demonstrate that 
Jessop was at the ranch in 2004 
and eariy 2005. Based on when 
the girl gave birth, she became 
pregnant in November 2004, 
according to prosecutors. 
Thedictations shown to the jury 
covered dates including October 
2004 and January 2005 but did 
not specifically address Jessop's 
whereabouts that November. 
In all, 12 FLDS men have been 
indicted on charges ranging from 
failure to report child abuse to 
sexual assault since the April 2008 
raid. The 439 children taken from 
the ranch and placed in foster 
care following the raid have all 
been returned to their parents 
or other relatives, but the docu- 
ments seized in the raid were 
used to help build criminal cases. 
Ohio woman shares escape story: 
got away from serial killing suspect 
By Meghan Barr 
and Vicki Smith 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND — A Cleveland 
woman said yesterday that she 
was choked and threatened this 
year by the man now charged 
with murder after the remains 
of several people were found on 
his property — and that she is 
racked with guilt for not speaking 
up earlier. 
Tanja Doss told The Associated 
Press that if she had quickly gone 
to authorities, her best friend, 
Nancy Cobbs, might not be miss- 
ing. She believes Cobbs might 
be among the 11 victims whose 
remains were found at Sowed s 
home. 
Police have recovered 10 bod- 
ies and a skull from the home 
and yard of 50-year-old Anthony 
Sowed, a registered sex offender 
who moved back to his family's 
house in 2005 after serving 15 
years in prison for attempted 
rape. I le is being held without 
bond on five counts of aggra- 
vated murder. 
Of the bodies found at Sowcd's 
home, only one victim has been 
identified so far — 52-year-old 
T'onia Cannichael ofWarrensville 
Heights. 
Area pastors urged the fami- 
lies of missing people yesterday 
to provide DNA samples that 
could help the coroner's office 
identify the remains, claiming 
that nearly two dozen others are 
still missing in the community. 
The coroner's office, meanwhile, 
tried to calm concerns by prom- 
ising DNA samples would not be 
shared with law enforcement. 
Doss, 43, said she met Sowed in 
2005, right after he was released 
from prison. He didn't tell her 
why he had done time. 
hi April this year, she said, he 
invited her over for a beer. They 
went to the third floor of his 
"And then he just clicked... I'm 
sitting on the corner of the bed and 
he just leaped up and came over 
and started choking me." 
house and were talking. 
"And then he just clicked," 
Doss said. "I'm sitting on the cor- 
ner of the bed and he just leaped 
up and came over and started 
choking me." 
Shocked, she said she lay back 
and tried not to smiggle. 
"He said, If you want to live, 
knock three times on die floor.' 
And I knocked on the floor," she 
said. 
Still holding her throat, she 
said, he told her using profanities 
that she could be "dead in the 
street" and no one would care. 
He made her strip off her 
clothes and lay on the bed but 
did not try to rape her, Doss said. 
She said she curled up in a ball 
and tried to talk him down, say- 
ing things like. "Why you gotta 
act like that?" 
Then she prayed. 
Sowed wouldn't Jet her leave, 
Doss said, so she fed asleep and 
awoke to him acting as if nothing 
had happened. 
"He said, 'Hi, how you doing? 
You want something from the 
store?" Doss said. 
She picked up her ced phone 
and pretended to call her daugh 
Dam work done by Army Corps 
lessens Seattle-area flood chance 
Levees and emergency system set up for flood evacuation 
By George Tihbits 
The Associated Press 
AUBURN, Wash. — The Army 
Corps of Engineers said yesterday 
that hurried repairs this summer 
at the Howard Hanson Dam have 
greatly lessened the chances the 
Green River will flood this winter. 
The corps put the likelihood 
of flooding at l-in-25, compared 
with previous estimates of a 1- 
in-4 chance a flood would inun- 
date the heavily developed Green 
River Vadey downstream. The 
corps has been working around 
the clock to prevent flooding, 
pumping tons of grout into the 
problem area, an abutment at the 
dam that was badly weakened by 
a torrential storm last winter. 
Residents, businesses and local 
governments in the long, flat val- 
ley south of Seatde have been 
working feverishly to fortify their 
property and the levees along the 
winding river against a potential- 
ly catastrophic flood during the 
winter rainy season. 
Col. Anthony Wright, the corps 
Seattle district commander, said 
he could safely accept more 
water behind the dam than he 
was comfortable with before. 
But he noted that while the 
l-in-25 chance seems like a big 
reduction in the danger, flood- 
ing is still much more likely than 
when the dam can operate at 
capacity — when there's about a 
I -in-140 chance of flooding. 
In recent weeks, some 40 miles 
of levees have been raised with 
sandbags, evacuation routes and 
emergency warning systems 
have been set up, and residents 
have been urged to assemble "go 
kits" — documents, medicine 
and oilier valuables they'd need 
if forced to flee on short notice. 
Friends and neighbors gath- 
ered at Bobby Kendall's place on 
a recent weekend to help him 
build a 2-foot barrier of sandbags 
around his home just a few hun- 
dred feet from the river in this 
Seattle suburb. 
"My house is my biggest asset," 
Kendall said. "I don't want it 
to wash away or get filled with 
mud." 
A similar effort is under way 
at a Boeing Co. facility, where 
workers put up an 8-foot-high 
ili ii ulu.ill Managers of a nearby 
Starbucks roasting plant are in 
constant communication with 
federal disaster officials. Other 
efforts have ranged from home- 
owners installing one-way valves 
to prevent todets backing up, 
to Boeing erecting the sandbag 
wad around its sprawling Space 
Center in nearby Kent. 
The valley cities and King 
County have held scores of infor- 
mational meetings, passed out 
hundreds of thousands of sand- 
bags, posted extensive informa- 
tion on special Web sites and 
organized a "reverse 911" system 
to automatically cad or mes- 
sage residents if an emergency is 
declared. 
Besides Boeing, the valley 
floor has mdes of mads, ware- 
houses, and businesses small 
and large, including Recreational 
Equipment Inc.'s headquarters 
and Starbucks' regional roasting 
plant. Starbucks did not provide 
specifics about its flood-prepara- 
tion plan and how it will protect 
its beans and employees, but said 
it is doing its best to "minimize 
impact to our supply chain and 
operations." 
The four major cities in the 
Green River Valley — Auburn, 
Kent, Rcnton and Tukvvila — ad 
face the threat of flooding. An 
estimated 25,000 to 30.000 
people live in flood zones, but 
I lillman Mitchell, the emergency 
management director in Tukwila. 
points out that 200,000 to 300,000 
work or shop in the valley each 
day. 
"The number of people who 
may have to move could be very 
large," he said. 
Evidence found 
of Spanish 
explorer's trail 
in Georgia 
ATLANTA (AP) — An archaeolo- 
gist says excavations in Southern 
Georgia haw turned up beads, 
metal tools and other artifacts tf iat_ 
may pinpoint part of the elusive 
trad of tlie 16th-century Spanish 
explorer Hemando de Sola 
Dennis Blanton of the 
Fembank Museum of Natural 
History in Atlanta was sched- 
uled to present his findings 
yesterday to the Southeastern 
Archaeological Conference in 
Mobile, Ala. 
Excavations 
since 2006 in 
rural Telfair 
County uncov- 
ered remains of 
an Indian settle- 
ment along with 
nine pea-sized 
glass beads and 
six metal objects, 
including three iron tools and 
a rivet pendant. Blanton says, 
the artifacts an' consistent with 
items Spanish explorers traded 
with Indians. 
In a research paper prepared 
fortheconference, Blanton wrote 
that the site "not only holds evi- 
dence of I lemando de Soto's ini- 
tial passage through Georgia in 
die spring of 1540, but tliat it is a 
probable point of direct contact" 
with American Indians. 
Hernando 
de Soto 
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Palin s book tour routes 
target base supporters 
ByHillelluli. 
The Associated Piess 
NEW YORK — Sarah Palm's 
book lour is a Rift for her base. 
Nostopsari'plumutlin Seattle, 
San Francisco, Philadelphia, Los 
Angeles and other major cities 
and book-buying communities 
that are standard for authors on 
the road, but where the voters 
tend to be Democrats. 
Beyond a Nov. Hi television 
interview with Oprah Winfrey, 
nothing is scheduled lor Chit ago. 
New York will feature media 
appearances only. Instead, 
the itinerary for I'-ilin. whose 
"Going Rogue" comes out Nov. 
17, includes Nohlesville, hid.: 
Washington, Pa.; and Rochester, 
N.Y. 
"She wants to be unconven- 
tional. She is unconventional." 
I larperCollins spokeswoman 
Tina Andreadis said Wednesday. 
She feels like this is where her 
fans are and Harper feels this is 
w here she'll sell the most books. 
"Going Rogue" has an 
announced first printing of 1.5 
million copies and has been at 
or near the lop of Amazon .coin's 
best-seller list for weeks. 
On Wednesday. ABC News 
announced that Barbara Walters 
would Interview Palin. to air in 
five parts over three ABC News 
broadcasts — "Good Morning 
America," "Nightline" and 
"20/20." starting the morning of 
publication day. 
On her lacebook site, Palin 
says she's hoping to schedule 
interviews with others, includ- 
ing Rush l.imbaugh and four Fox 
NewsChannel personalities: Bill 
O'Reilly, Sean Hannity. Glenn 
Beck and Grela Van Sustcrc-n. All 
but Van Susteren have their own 
radio programs. 
The tour starts Nov. 18 at a 
Barnes & Noble in Grand Rapids, 
Mich., where Palin, the 21X18 
Republican vice presidential 
candidate, and running mate 
Sen. lohn McCain made a cam- 
paign appearance last fall. 
Accused 
Seacrest 
stalker pleads 
not gui 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
LOS ANGELES (API — A man 
arrested outside Ryan Seacrest's 
workplace has pleaded not guilty 
in a felony stalking charge. 
Chidi Benjamin Uzomah jr. 
entered the plea Tuesday through 
an attorney. A court commis- 
sioner ordered Uzomah to stay 
500 yards away from Seacrest 
if he is released from jail on 
$150,000 bail. 
I.os Angeles police arrested 
Uzomahat the E! Entertainment 
Television headquarters in Los 
Angeles on Oct. 30. A request for 
a civil restraining order stated 
he was carrying a knife a. the 
time. 
Uzomah appeared in street 
clothes during Tuesday's hear- 
ing and agreed to be represent- 
ed by a public defender. He is 
due back in court Nov. 16. 
Seacrest did mil attend. 
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to find a fooling with either of 
these documentary approaches 
due to a lack ol worthwhile foot- 
age and overall direction. 
Kenny Ortega docs as good a 
job as possible compiling a film 
out of the half baked footage 
he was given. The entire film is 
essentially an incomplete per- 
formance from the late dancing 
icon. However, the film unex- 
pectedly shines in the depic- 
tion of collaboration, creativity 
and detail put into die making 
of a live musical performance. 
We finally witness the creative 
thought process arise from the 
concealed thoughts of Michael 
lackson. Through his dedicated 
involvement with the rest of his 
"The entire film 
is essentially 
an incomplete 
performance 
from the late 
dancing icon." 
creative staff, lackson shows 
us a side of himself that is free 
of media scrutiny and bizarre 
antics. 
Ultimately, the success of 
"This Is It" is largely due to this 
dedicated depiction of lackson. 
Here, we see lackson as a gift- 
ed, brilliant and irreplaceable 
artist for which the world will 
forever remember. For lackson 
fans, it's the holy grail of docu- 
mentary footage. Pan or not, this 
film is bittersweet proof we've 
all missed out on one hell of a 
spectacular show. Thanks to an 
incredibly talented and iconic 
artist, we see what a tremendous 
show it would have been. 
Letter Grid*: 6 
Rated: PG (or some suggestive 
choreography and scary images. 
Runtime: 112 mm. 
Starring:Michael Jackson 
Directed by: Kenny Ortega 
ACTORS 
From Page 8 
spectacle of a great actor give ,1 
tour-de-force performance, or, 
as I call it, that sucker-punch 
performance? 
I speak of those rare and 
exciting moments when the 
performer disappears into 
the spectacle of the role, com- 
pletely knocking the audience 
over with his or her intensity. 
But when competing against 
fighting robots, romantic 
vampires and the end of the 
world, the actors of these films 
go sorely unnoticed. 
I have hope, though, from 
another preview that I recent- 
ly saw. While not as popular 
as "2012," this film opted not 
to destroy all of l.os Angeles 
in three minutes. I speak of 
the British film 'Bronson," 
which catalogues :!0 years of 
a psychopathic criminal, with 
most of this time spent behind 
bars. In just a two minute 
trailer. Tom I lardy (who plays 
Bronson) gives fantastically 
grandiose monologues, per- 
forms violent feats of strength 
and acts out absurdly fantastic 
fight sequences, 
"Bronson" literally hinges on 
the acting chops of the rela- 
tively unknown Hardy, but 
he most definitely gives that 
sucker-punch performance. 
(He even gained 35 pounds of 
< ' 
"... Hardy proves 
once again that 
sometimes fire and 
flames do not need 
to happen onscreen 
but inside of the 
actors themselves." 
muscle for the role.) Already 
called a "pure dynamite per- 
formance" by Rolling Stone 
and described as "an unflinch- 
ingly brave portrayal" by Indie 
London, Hardy's acting just 
may be the one of those fan- 
tastic assaults so rare in cin- 
ema today. 
Similar to Robert De Niro's 
transformation to the delud- 
ed anti-hero of "Taxi Driver" 
or Heath Ledger scaring 
audiences behind a mask of 
insanity in "The Dark Knight," 
Hardy proves once again that 
sometimes fire and flames do 
not need to happen on screen 
hut inside of the actors them- 
selves. 
So enjoy the blockbusters 
now and then, hut remember 
it's the humanity that makes 
art worth enjoying, and it is 
the actors that bring this art 
form to life. 
S.Smith 
532 Manville Ave. (419)352-8917 
Office Open: 
Mon-Fri 10-2 
ACROSS 
1 Made a disapproving sound 
6 Witticism 
10 Highlander 
14 Cop _: bargain in court 
15 Healing plant 
16 Oregon Treaty president 
17 Trembling 
18 Having all one's marbles 
19 Word processing reversal 
20 Big Southwestern trombones? 
23 Ending for "ranch" 
24 Neither Rep. nor Dem. 
25 Thing 
27 Madame, in Madrid 
30 Wide shoe size 
31 Geese flight pattern 
32 Actress Greer who received five 
consecutive Oscar nominations 
35 At the ready 
37 Refined trombones? 
40 Made on a loom 
41 Imitation 
1 Samples a bit of 
2 Ball 
3 Loud auto honker of yore 
4 ■    mouse!" 
5 Weekly septet 
6 Argonauts' leader 
7 Large antelope 
8 Tune 
9 Dainty laugh 
10 Sudden gushing 
11 Conspires (with) 
12 Octogenarians, e.g. 
13 Boxing ref's decision    39 
21 Whopper creators 40 
22 Lord's Prayer words 44 
following "Thy will be 46 
done" 47 
26 Thus far 
28 Eye unsubtly 48 
29 Dnzzly day chapeau     50 
30 Some pass catchers 
33 Women 51 
34 Above, in poems 52 
36 Slow-moving, as a 55 
nver 56 
37 Penetrable quality of 57 
skin 58 
38 Makes a cliche of. say 
Exposed 
Typist's stat. 
Crystalline mineral 
More petite 
Like eggs in an Easter 
hunt 
Skinflints 
Big name in perfum- 
ery 
Dramatist Chekhov 
Tearful 
Letter after theta 
Drift, as an aroma 
Shipwreck site 
Air mover 
42 Med or law lead-in 
43 Command ctrs. 
45 Musical beat 
49 Wells's "The Island of Dr.     ' 
51 Fill with wonder 
53 Jr. 's son 
54 Continuously-playing trom- 
bones? 
58 Clenched weapon 
59 Mechanical memorization 
60 Remark to the audience 
61 To __: perfectly 
62 Sporty sunroof 
63 Baseball card brand 
64 Wall St.'s "Big Board" 
65 Clownish 
66 Shore birds 
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MONSTER 
From Page 8 
coaster Ofcay, so "Monster, Monster" isn't an 
upcoming Cedar Point coaster, but it sure 
ndes likes one. 
The Almost is the birthed side-project of 
hardcore/scteamo band Underoath drum- 
mer and clean singer, Aafon Gillespte. and 
Gillespte's attempt to write what is known 
to us common folk as "standard rock 
songs" (Verse, chorus, verse, chows, bridge, 
chorus) Undoubtedly. Gillespie excels 
at writing traditionally structured songs 
on their new album. The downfall of this. 
though, is that this is the most medkxre 
bunch of standard rod songs I have lis- 
tened to this year (which also may have to 
do with the fact that I don't actualy listen 
to the radio). 
While The Almosl's debut record "Southern 
Weather" had some pretty fantastic songs 
on it like "Say This Sooner." "Amazing 
Because it Is." among others, the only song 
that comes close to these original hits is 
"Lonely Wheel" Before and after "Lonely 
Wheel, though, it is a jerky ride from start 
to finish 
This album plays like The Almost drew 
each song fiom a hat to decide the order 
of the songs, and lyrics feel like they didn't 
VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
go through any sort of drafting stage, that 
they were |ust wntten on the fry. Lines like 
"I m freaky that way and I m glad I got this 
looked at. I finally got this looked at" (which, 
by the way. GiBespie clearly isn't referring 
to his lyrics, as I'm pretty sute not a single 
person looked at them to tel him they were 
lame), and my personal least favorite "If 
you're a hand grenade I'll pull the pin." gives 
me enough cheese to make a cute little dog 
house for my two year old pit bull, leroy 
Maybe I went into this record with my 
expectations a little too high. Maybe 
because their fust album was pretty good. 
I thought this album would top it. Maybe I 
can't be right all the time. This collection of 
mediocre rock songs written by a normally 
very talented guy is about as unexciting 
as dropping your iPhone off the top of the 
Empire State Building, it's cool because 
you're so high You're stoked on the idea. 
You drop the phone, watch it take out a 
couple of birds ("Dude! DK) you SEE that!? 
Freaking sweet!*), gradually getting smaller 
and smaller. You're realizing what a stupid 
idea this was. then you go back down, see 
it shattered into a billion pieces, and come 
to grasp with the complete foolishness of 
your idea 
That, my friends, is like listening to The 
Almost s new record "Monster. Monster." 
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